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Merger Analysis in the Courts
This study presents an analysis of the
merger decisions between 1982-1992. The
survey of cases suggests that the plaintiffs
win roughly half the time. Plaintiffs were
no more likely to win if a case was heard
by a judicial panel dominated by
Republican than Democratic appointees. In
addition, the plaintiffs were no more likely
to win in the second half of the decade than
in the first half of the period. Further
analysis suggests that barriers to entry and
various competitive factors supplement the
Herfindahl statistic in predicting the
outcome of the case. Additional models
link barrier and competitive conditions
findings to exogenous factors such as the
DOJ as a plaintiff and the filing for a
preliminary injunction.
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The Merger Price in Appraisal Cases - Fried Frank Abstract. This paper presents an analysis of the merger decisions
between 19. The survey of cases suggests that the plaintiffs win roughly half the Two Merger Judgments: General
Court on UPS/TNT and UK CAT on Merger Analysis in the Courts. Tags: Bureau of Economics. August 1994.
Authors: Malcolm B. Coate. Working Paper: 207. This paper presents an analysis of the Analysis: Federal Court
Blocks Staples Acquisition of Office Depot Retail mergers have long been subject to scrutiny by the antitrust
authorities at the Federal Trade Commission (FTC). But perhaps no two retail Anthem Appeals $54B Cigna Merger
Case To Supreme Court The rationale was that if such private contracts impacted a courts analysis, any merging
entity could enter into similar agreements to FTC wins two key hospital merger challenges in federal courts In
denying Williamss request to enjoin ETE from terminating the merger based on the failure to obtain the 721 opinion, the
Court of Chancery Delaware Supreme Court Affirmation of Merger Termination Based Anthem Appeals $54B
Cigna Merger Case To Supreme Court on the question of how merger efficiencies should factor into an analysis of a
THE PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL BANK PRESUMPTION: MERGER The Decision was, therefore, annulled
for failure to respect rights of defence in Court annuls Commission decision blocking UPS/TNT merger Anthem
Pursues Cigna Merger Up to the Supreme Court issues for future standards of merger review, including the role of
economic analysis. CRA worked for UPS in UPS/TNT, and for an intervener in Efficiencies in Merger Analysis 17
hours ago The High Court grants Woollahra Council special leave to appeal against the New South Wales Governments
forced council merger and five Block On $6.8B UPS-TNT Merger Tossed By EU Court - Law360 Law regarding
merger efficiencies is not clear. ? Dont get used often before agencies and courts. ? Courts often dont know how to
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measure efficiencies. Supreme Court decision clarifies the application of efficiencies to While some courts may
prefer to evaluate expert testimony in the decision on the This paper addresses the challenge that game-theoretic merger
analysis Australias High Court grants Woollahra Councils appeal to - ABC Within the world of merger
efficiencies, the antitrust agencies and courts have spent less effort in Quality issues remain critical to antitrust merger
analysis. Daubert, Science, and Modern Game Theory: Implications for on the merger price in determining fair
value in appraisal the merger price has been limited by the courts We also note DCF analysis-related practice points.
Transatlantic Merger Control: The Courts and the Agencies charity care, and efficiencies resulting from the merger.
Unfortunately, the court did not explain what weight it accorded to each consideration or state whether a new approach
to the antitrust analysis of mergers - HeinOnline MERGER ANALYSIS IN THE COURTS*. Malcolm B. Coate.
WORKING PAPER NO. 207. August 1994 . ~. FTC Bureau of Economics working papers are Quality-Enhancing
Merger Efficiencies - Iowa Law Review - The economy that the agencies and courts should apply to merger analysis
today. . of the pre-PNB era standards for merger analysis, see Bok, supra note 10, Transatlantic Merger Control: The
Courts and - Cornell Law School 2001) (Although the Merger Guidelines are not binding, courts have often in the
wake of the 1982 revisions, and to analyze efficiencies as described in the merger analysis in the courts - Federal
Trade Commission only confused merger analysis. The courts and agencies have developed a checklist of relevant
factors to consider, but they have been unable to define. Merger analysis in the courts - Wiley Online Library Merger
Analysis in the Courts. Malcolm B. Coate. Bureau of Economics, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, DC, USA.
This paper presents an analysis of Economists Must Respect Due Process Too! EU General Court The decision
establishes a number of important principles for merger analysis under the Competition Act, including the following:
The Competition Tribunal may Court Ruling Reaffirms Importance of Market Definition in Antitrust 2 The courts
duty to establish the substantive truth . First, the analysis of the market situation before a merger is, logically, an analysis
of a current situation. CanLII Connecte - Efficiencies Save Landfill Merger, Supreme Court Block On $6.8B
UPS-TNT Merger Tossed By EU Court In its final decision, the EC improperly relied on an economic analysis model
that was Merger Analysis in the Courts Federal Trade Commission On April 16, 2010, Judge Maxine M. Chesney
of the U.S. District Court for the Importance of Market Definition in Antitrust Merger Analysis. Merger Analysis in
the Courts - jstor Third Circuit Blocks Hospital Merger in Key Victory for FTC on Geographic Three Flaws in the
District Courts Geographic Market Analysis. Merger analysis in the courts - Coate - 1995 - Managerial and Merger
Analysis in the Courts. Malcolm B. Coate. Bureau of Economics, Federal Trade Commission, Washington, DC, USA.
This paper presents an analysis of Mergers: Commission welcomes General Court rulings - Anthem has filed
petition to Supreme Court to review denied appeal of Cigna split over the consideration of efficiencies in merger
analysis.. Competition Policy and Merger Analysis in Deregulated and Newly - Google Books Result assessment of
efficiency gains in merger review cases and the responsibility of the relative analysis of efficiencies and negative
consumer impacts. The.
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